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The original one-zone congestion pricing system proposed for the New England
independent system operator (ISO) created inefficient incentives for locating new
generation.2 To counter these price incentives, the proposal imposed limiting conditions
on new generation construction.
Following the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission’s (FERC) rejection of the resulting barriers to entry for new generation in
New England, there developed a debate over the preferred model for managing and
pricing transmission congestion.3 One zone was not enough, but perhaps a few would
do? Or should New England go all the way to a nodal pricing system?
Fact: A single transmission constraint in an electric network can produce
different prices at every node. Simply put, the different nodal prices arise
because every location has a different effect on the constraint. This feature of
electric networks is caused by the physics of parallel flows. Unfortunately, if
you are not an electrical engineer, you probably have very bad intuition about
the implications of this fact. You are not alone.
Fiction: We could avoid the complications of dealing directly with nodal
pricing by aggregating nodes with similar prices into a few zones. The result
would provide a foundation for a simpler competitive market structure.
There are many flaws in this seductive simplification argument.4 In reality, the
truly simple system turns about to be a market that uses nodal pricing in conjunction with
a bid-based, security-constrained, economic dispatch administered by an independent
system operator. Purchases and sales in the balancing spot market would be at the nodal
prices. Bilateral transaction would be charged for transmission congestion at the
difference in the nodal prices at source and destination. Transmission congestion
contracts would provide price certainty for those who pay in advance for these financial
“firm” transmission rights up to the capacity of the grid. The system would be efficient
and internally consistent.
The most obvious flaw in the zonal argument is in its very definition. If the nodal
prices are not materially different, then there is no need to aggregate into zones. The
nodal prices would already be simple to use in the market. Apparently the move to
aggregate nodes into zones is really an effort to treat fundamentally different locations as
though they were the same.
If market participants had no market choices, then there would not be much effect
of such zonal aggregation, other than a certain amount of cost shifting. But a central
objective of market restructuring is to give market participants as many choices as
possible. Further, we expect that market participants will respond to profit incentives. If
we don’t “get the prices right,” the market actors will respond to the prices and make
choices that at best would significantly raise costs and at worst would dangerously
compromise reliability.

There are many ways that things can go wrong. In the Pennsylvania-New
Jersey-Maryland Interconnection (PJM), the 1997 experiment with a zonal pricing system
collapsed as soon as the system became constrained. Responding to the incentives of
zonal pricing, generators self-scheduled themselves to run rather than respect the
transmission constraints. To protect reliability, the system operator had to suspend the
market and essentially revert to command-and-control procedures whenever the system
became constrained. Happily, in 1998 PJM replaced the zonal approach with nodal
pricing and eliminated the artificial incentives to game the security constraints. The
nodal pricing system is working well, supporting rather than undermining reliability.
In Australia, a zonal pricing system has greatly complicated the ability to offer
transmission rights that match the real capability of the system. The same physical laws
that govern nodal pricing make it impossible to define a complete set of zonal
transmission rights, or to guarantee that generators can always participate in the market.
By contrast, with a nodal pricing system such as in New Zealand, point-to-point
transmission contracts can be defined in a natural way that is inherently consistent with
the pricing regime and the real capacity of the grid. Just such a system of transmission
contracts is operational with nodal pricing in PJM, and plays a central role in the recently
FERC approved nodal pricing system for the New York ISO.5 (Note: FERC explicitly
objected to a proposed zonal aggregation for loads, calling for any metering changes
needed to apply a full nodal pricing system.)
Similar experiences revealing the hidden complications of zonal pricing can be
found from England to California, with different ad hoc rules applied to create more and
more complex structures to fight against the choices of market participants confronted
with administrative prices. Often it is hard to recognize the connections among the
isolated ad hoc decisions, or to see the root of the problem in offering choices without
getting the prices right. New England is not alone, but it could learn from the mistakes of
others.
The real impact of zonal pricing is to create more administrative rules, poorer
incentives for investment, demands to pay generators not to generate power, and
proposals to “socialize” the higher costs by using the taxing power of the ISO. This is
not the way of a market. It creates more problems than it solves.
Furthermore, there really are no major complications in implementing nodal
pricing, once you look closely at what is required. The fears are misplaced, and the
benefits are real and substantial.
Consider some of the arguments:
Is transmission congestion a small problem? No. On close inspection, few
systems are really unconstrained. And when the constraints bind, the effects can be very
important. Transmission congestion costs can easily exceed generation costs at the
margin. The incentive effects have major commercial implications. Before the fact,
zonal advocates argued that PJM would consist of at most only a few zones and
constraints would be rare. In the event, the PJM market environment saw significant
constraints in 15-20% of the hours in the first six months of operation, often under
conditions that would be important in capturing commercial profits. And the number of
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zones needed to respect the commercially significant price differences in PJM has been
more like one hundred than the promised few.6 Zonal pricing is not simple.
Are nodal prices produced by a black box? No. Given the dispatch, the prices are
easy to calculate, explain and audit. There is ample operational experience to dispel the
notion that nodal pricing is too hard. The engineers know how to do it, and have been
doing it for years. The nodal prices have always been there; we just haven’t used them
for market transactions.
Doesn’t nodal pricing preclude transmission price certainty? No. To be sure, we
do not know in advance what the spot price will be, just like in any market. But those
who want transmission price certainty can acquire transmission congestion contracts.
And those who do not want to pay in advance for price certainty, and want to rely on the
spot market, cannot socialize the costs by making others pay for the congestion they
create.
The list of misconceptions about the pricing debate is longer. Given the
fundamental underlying differences in marginal costs, it is not so easy to define the zonal
price. It is not an easy matter to set or later change the zonal boundaries. The inherent
averaging of zonal prices tends to remove incentives for energy efficiency or distributed
generation. And so on. Perhaps the most oft-repeated point of confusion has to do with
the impact of zonal aggregation on the ability to exercise market power.
Won’t zonal aggregation mitigate market power? No. Real elimination of the
physical constraints would reduce market power. But administrative aggregation into
zones simultaneously increases and obscures market power. Under the zonal approach,
favored generators could take advantage of the real physical constraints, but their higher
charges would be socialized and averaged over all system users.
Isn’t a simpler system possible? Yes. The nodal pricing approach is completely
consistent with a hub-and-spoke description of the market. One or more trading hubs can
be established. The transmission charge for moving along the spokes, to and from the
hub, is just the difference in the locational price and the hub price. This approach
captures most of the intended simplification of the zonal model without embracing the
hidden defects of aggregation. There is no mystery here. The hub-and-spoke approach is
the system now working in PJM.
There is nothing unusual in nodal pricing. It is the natural system that falls out of
an analysis of competitive market marginal-cost pricing principles in the context of the
physics of the electric network. Nodal pricing does not solve all problems in electric
market design, but it turns out to be important in dealing with some of the most
intractable problems created by the special nature of the electric grid. If zonal
aggregation is commercially attractive, it presents a business opportunity for its advocates
and need not be imposed by the ISO. But practical experience and theoretical analysis
both support the conclusion that for the independent system operator, nodal pricing is the
simplest system that actually works in the context of a market with choices and
flexibility.
Get the prices right, and it is much easier to rely on the market.
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